If you are looking for quotes about more imaginative things, you can find a few here. However, you will
find many more in the Prelude of Sunset Song  and the Proem of Cloud Howe which you can access and
search for free at http://gutenberg.net.au/ebooks07/0700471h.html
*use ‘Ctrl F’ to search for a specific word. Gibbon includes a lot of local folk tales , songs, etc.

1. . . . He told of the long dead beasts of the Scottish land in the times when jungle flowered its
forests across the Howe and a red sun rose on the steaming earth that the feet of man had still
to tread; and he pictured the dark, slow tribes that came drifting across the low lands of the
northern seas, the great bear watched them come, and they hunted and fished and loved and
died, God's children in the morn of time; and he brought the first voyagers sailing the sounding
coasts, they brought the heathen idols of the great Stone Rings, the Golden Age was over and
past and lust and cruelty trod the world; and he told of the rising of Christ, a pin-point of the
cosmic light far off in Palestine, the light that crept and wavered and did not die, the light that
would yet shine as the sun on all the world, nor least the dark howes and hills of Scotland.
2. The Standing Stones pointed long shadow-shapes into the east, maybe just as they'd done of an
evening two thousand years before when the wild men climbed the brae and sang their songs in
the lithe of those shadows while the gloaming waited there above the same quiet hills.
3. And then something made her raise her eyes, she stood awful and rigid, fronting him, coming up
the path through the broom. Laired with glaur was his uniform, his face was white and the great
hole sagged and opened, sagged and opened, red-glazed and black, at every upwards step he
took. Up through the broom: she saw the grass wave with no press below his feet, her lad, the
light in his eyes that aye she could bring.
The snipe stilled their calling, a cloud came over the sun. He was close to her now and she held
out her hands to him, blind with tears and bright her eyes, the bright weather in their faces, her
voice shaping a question that she heard him answer in the rustle of the loch-side rushes as
closer his soundless feet carried him to her lips and hands.
Oh lassie, I've come home! he said, and went into the heart that was his forever.
4. They went quiet and brave from the lands they loved, though seldom of that love might they
speak, it was not in them to tell in words of the earth that moved and lived and abided, their life
and enduring love. And who knows at the last what memories of it were with them, the springs
and the winters of this land and all the sounds and scents of it that had once been theirs, deep,
and a passion of their blood and spirit, those four who died in France? With them we may say
there died a thing older than themselves, these were the Last of the Peasants, the last of the Old
Scots folk. A new generation comes up that will know them not, except as a memory in a song,
they passed with the things that seemed good to them with loves and desires that grow dim and

alien in the days to be. It was the old Scotland that perished then, and we may believe that never
again will the old speech and the old songs, the old curses and the old benedictions, rise but with
alien effort to our lips.
CLOUD HOWE
5. ...no Scots bodies died but they knew that fine, deep and real in their hearts they knew that
here they faced up to the REAL at last, neither heaven nor hell but the earth that was red, the
cling of the clay where you'd alter and turn, back to the earth and the times to be, to a spraying
of motes on a raging wind when the Howe was happed in its winter storms, to a spray of dust as
some childe went by with his plough and his horse in a morning in Spring, to the peck and tweet
of the birds in the trees, to trees themselves in a burgeoning Spring.
6. ...suddenly she'd seen so much she didn't say, all the pageant of history since history began up
here in the windy Mearns Howe: the ancient rites of blood and atonement where the Standing
Stones stood up as dead kings; the clownings and cruelties of leaders and chiefs; and the
folk--her folk--who kept such alive--dying frozen at night in their eirdes, earth-houses, chaving
from the blink of day for a meal, serfs and land-workers whom the Mowats rode down, whom
the armies harried and the kings spat on, the folk who rose in the Covenant times and were
tortured and broken by the gentry's men, the rule and the way of life that had left them the
pitiful gossiping clowns that they were, an obscene humour engraffed on their fears, the kindly
souls of them twisted awry and veiled from men with a dirty jest; and this snippet of a fop with
an English voice would bring back worse, and ask her to help!

